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Abstract

An early release software product for the rapid development of spoken dialog
systems (SDS’s), known as LyrebirdTM [1][2][3], will be demonstrated that makes
use of grammatical inference to build natural language, mixed initiative, speech
recognition applications.

The demonstration will consist of the presenter developing a spoken dialog sys-
tem using LyrebirdTM, and will include a demonstration of some features that are still
in the prototype phase.

Using LyrebirdTM, developers build a spoken dialog system with the following
steps:
1. Firstly the dialog is specified. This is typically developed using a drag and drop

GUI that defines a computer directed menu driven application (See Figure. 1).
Alternatively a wizard can be used whereby the developer defines the applica-
tion in terms of slots that need to be filled.

2. The dialog description is then generalised to include mixed initiative input.
Starting grammars are automatically created that cover computer directed input.

3. The developer is then prompted for text describing selected phrases that a
speaker would use when interacting with the developed SDS (See Figure 2.)
Mixed-initiative natural-language grammars suitable for use with a speech-
recognition system are then inferred, using grammatical inference.

If desired, the developer can subsequently improve the system under develop-
ment, using a range of interfaces. For instance:

1. The developer can teach Lyrebird how the speaker will behave using a tool
known as the simulator. The simulator enables the user to interact with the ap-
plication under development using text. (See Figure 3.) Out of grammar phrases
are tagged using either robust parsing, or manual input from the developer.

2. The developer can teach Lyrebird how the system should behave using a tool
known as the scenario editor (See Figure 4.) Using the scenario editor sample
interactions are presented to the developer in a text format similar to that used
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to describe plays. Users can modify prompts, speech recognition grammars and
dialog simply by modifying the scenarios.

Figure 1. A menu driven dialog description created using LyrebirdTM.

Figure 2. Example phrases being entered into LyrebirdTM by a developer.

Figure 3. Example phrases entered into Lyrebird by a developer as seen in the "Simulate
and Refine" window of LyrebirdTM.



Figure 4. Example behaviours being modified by the developer in LyrebirdTM as seen in the
"Scenario Editor" window.

A significant benefit of using LyrebirdTM is that developers don’t need to know
anything about speech recognition grammars or the underlying VXML used to im-
plement the spoken dialog system. Instead the developers are presented with and
present to LyrebirdTM, examples of how the application should behave. In this re-
spect Lyrebird can be seen to be a "Programming by Example" system [4]. In addi-
tion the use of LyrebirdTM can result in significant reductions in the time required to
develop an application [1].
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